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CUK holds first convocation

Central University of Kashmir (CUK) held its maiden convocation at
Sher-e-Kashmir International Convention Centre (SKICC) on 4th of July 2018.		
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The Nishati House

Gold Medalists of DCJ
From the Chief Editor

The University held its first convocation
on July 4, 2018 at SKICC Srinagar. It is a
matter of great pride and jubilation for
all stakeholders. In such a short span, our
University has been able to achieve a lot and
make a noticeable mark for itself. On the
occasion as many as 1057 students, received
degrees, among which including 56 received
gold medals. Also, 24 research scholars
were awarded doctorate and M.Phil. degrees
during the convocation.
This issue of Samanbal covers this maiden
event of Central University of Kashmir.
The department extends compliments to our
students who recieved gold medals at the
convocation event.

Safwat Zargar
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Bisma Mushtaq
(2012-2014)

Nusrat Sadiq
(2013-2015)

Students in this issue of Samanbal have
reported on one of the famous heritage sites
in Srinagar city, social issues like ostentatious
marriage ceremonies etc.
Happy Reading!
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the glasses for windows were
imported from Belgium and iron
from Germany because India was
not manufacturing iron at that time.
The design did not come from
any architect. “Our grandfather
employed a mason, who took
the idea of design from Peer
Salamdin’s house in Khanyar and
built this house on the same style
and pattern,” Shah said.
The J&K Tourism department
declared it a “heritage house” in
2000. It has six halls and each hall
has a capacity to accommodate as
many as 300 people. Deodar wood
has been used in the construction,
which, even by current market rates
is very expensive. The house is said
Nishati House, Nishat, Srinagar
			
Photo: Barkat-Un-Nisa
to be worth about 50 crores.
Despite its heritage value and the
Arif Hassan & Tabysh Bhatt
stature of the guests it has received in the past, not many
In the backdrop of Nishat garden, one of the famous people outside Kashmir knew about it, until recently,
Mughal gardens in Kashmir, a beautiful heritage house it became an eye catcher for bollywood filmmakers.
named “Khwaja Manzil” stands with all its grandeur. It Movies like ‘Rockstar’ and ‘Haider’ were shot there.
is also popular as “Nishati House”. The house is center After hitting the silver screen its beauty was widely
of attraction because of its traditional and marvelous appreciated.
According to Farooq Shah, the house was hired for
architecture.
Haji Mam Kaloo built Nishati house in 1933. Many almost a year during the shooting of ‘Haider’. “The
crew used the house as basecamp whenever the shooting
historical personalities have visited the house.
Farooq Ahmed Shah, grandson of Haji Mom Kaloo was scheduled outside Srinagar at faraway places like
said, “Leaders like Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the founder Pahalgam and Gulmarg.” For shooting purposes the
of Pakistan and Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah have rent was fixed at 1.5 lack rupees per day, and for other
purposes 15 thousand rupees were charged per day.
visited and stayed in the house.”
The land for this house, Farooq said, was given to “Offers still come to us but we reject a lot of them
his family by the then ruler of Kashmir, Maharaja because of the low budget of teams,” said Farooq Shah.
Hari Singh, in replacement to their land taken by the In order to keep the house in shape, the family is
spending good money on its renovation. Last year
Maharaja for building his new palace.
The paper mache artefacts that were used in the old almost nine lack rupees were spend on painting only.
palace of the Maharaja were also given to the owners The families are not living in the house anymore. They
have built separate houses in the vicinity of the house
of the Nishati house as gift.
While speaking about its architecture, Shah said that and act as ‘care takers’ of this masterpiece.
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CUK holds first Convocation
Shri. N N Vohra, Prof. (Dr.) VijayRaghavan, Prof. Mehraj ud Din Mir, Prof Banerjee award degrees
CUK Report
Srinagar: The first Convocation of the Central University of Kashmir
(CUK) was held at Sher-e-Kashmir International Convention Centre
(SKICC) on July 4, 2018.
Principal Scientific Advisor to Government of India Prof. (Dr.) Vijay
Raghavan was the Chief Guest on the occasion and delivered the
Convocation address while as former Chancellor of the Central University
of Kashmir (CUK), Prof. (Dr.) S. K Banerjee was the guest of honour.
Honourable Governor, Jammu and Kashmir, Shri. N N Vohra presided
over the function.
National Conference Vice-President and former Chief Minister of
Jammu and Kashmir, Mr. Omar Abdullah, MP Mr. Nazir Ahmad Laway,
MLAs Mr. Mian Altaf, Mr. Akbar Lone, Mr. Ishfaq Jabbar, MLC, Mr.
Syed Naeem Akhter were also present during the occasion.
CUK, Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Mehraj ud Din Mir, University of Kashmir
Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Khurshid Andrabi, Central University of Jammu,
Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Ashok Aima, Islamic University of Science and
Technology Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Mushtaq A. Siddiqi, Baba Ghulam
Shah Badshah University, Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Javed Musarrat,
founder Vice-Chancellor CUK, Prof. Abdul Wahid Qureshi, former ViceChancellors of University of Kashmir, Prof. Riyaz Punjabi and Prof. Jalees
Ahmad Khan Tareen, former Vice-Chancellor of Central University of
Karnataka, Prof. A M Pathan, CUK, Registrar, Prof. M Afzal Zargar,
members of the Statutory bodies including, Court, Executive Council,
Academic Council and the Finance Committee, Deans of Schools, Heads
and Coordinators of Departments, faculty members, senior functionaries
of the CUK and other Universities and senior officials of the government
were also present on the occasion.
Registrar, Prof. M Afzal Zargar declared the convocation open and also
conducted the programme proceedings. He also announced the names of
the students who were awarded degrees and gold medals on the occasion.
He also presented the vote of thanks and expressed gratitude to everyone
for attending the mega event.
Vice-Chancellor, Prof. Mehraj ud Din Mir while presenting the University
report, said the CUK along with other 13 universities were established
in 2009 and the then State government allotted 5000 kanals of land at
Tulmulla in Ganderbal district for its establishment. He said the academic
activities in the university were started in 2010 from rented building with
the launch of three Post-Graduate programmes in English, Management
Studies and Information Technology and the number of students was
only 300. “The number of students and scholars receiving education
and pursuing research in the university as on date is more than 2300,”
Prof. Mehraj ud Din Mir said, adding the university has nine Schools and
18 PG departments with near about 35 programmes including five year
integrated courses and skill based programmes. He said the admission to
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the programmes including research degree programmes offered by the
CUK and other sister universities is jointly conducted by the consortium
of 10 Central Universities on the basis of Central Universities Common
Entrance Test (CUCET).
He said the departments coming under School of Sciences would be soon
shifted to the Pre-engineered Buildings coming up at the designated site
at Ganderbal, adding that the students would be provided state of t h e
art laboratory facilities in these buildings. Vice-Chancellor further said the
university has already shifted the administration to Ganderbal. He said
the CUK has been able to get the senior qualified faculty on regular basis
and the faculty members represent many States of India. Prof. Mir said
the CUK has given due preference as far as professional development of
the teachers and administrative staff is concerned.
Vice-Chancellor said that the university has already established
an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC), Directorate of Students
Welfare, Research Council and other important bodies, adding the
university has an efficient students feedback system. Prof. Mehraj ud
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Din Mir said the varsity has organised several international and national
seminars, workshops, and other academic activities from time to time.
The curriculum of all the programmes is upgraded to address the needs of
different stakeholders including public and private sector. The university
since recent past has been focusing more on skill based technical courses
and integrated programmes to ensure employability of the graduates and
to also make them skilled.
He said the university received messages from Honorable President and
Visitor to the Central Universities, Mr. Ram Nath Kovind and Honorable
Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi extending good wishes to all the
graduates receiving the degrees and awards.
Principal Scientific Advisor to Government of India Prof. (Dr.) K.
VijayRaghavan who was the Chief Guest delivered the Convocation
address. He said the universities of today have to play a role in the
contemporary times to carry forward the mission of different centres
of wisdom as envisaged in different religions. “Their role as the
agents of change through development of youth by way of scholastic
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and non-scholastic measures is expected to provide a citizenry to the
nation with capacities and capabilities based on value orientation that
can make it great,” he said. Prof. (Dr.) K. VijayRaghavan said that this
is still the early stages of the university and the challenges regarding
the infrastructure development need to be addressed. He said the
Government of India will ensure that there would not be any shortage
of funds for establishment of the university.
Former Chancellor of the Central University of Kashmir (CUK),
Prof. (Dr.) S. K Banerjee who was the guest of Honor while speaking
on the occasion said that my association with the university from the
last five years has taught me several things. “My appointment as the
Chancellor has given me privilege to visit this wonderful land and
meet wonderful people,” he said. Prof. (Dr.) S. K Banerjee said the
convocation is a day of transition. “Till this day your parents or the
society at large support you. Your are a receiver. From this day onwards,
you are now contributor to your family and society,” he said adding that
convocation is not end of education, which goes on for whole life. Prof.
(Dr.) S. K Banerjee said the convocation is a day when we assume
responsibility.
Honourable Governor, Jammu and Kashmir, Shri. N N Vohra who
presided over the function while speaking during the Convocation said
that we expect that students from all parts of the country to come to
Jammu and Kashmir, not only to enjoy its beauty, but also to imbibe
knowledge. He said that when CUK, IUST, BGSBS and SMVDU were
coming up simultaneously, there was a time when we had significant
shortages in faculties due to paucity of resources in the State and the
UGC also found it difficult to provide any help as we did not have
any requisite facilities and faculty. “At that time, I met all the ViceChancellors and during the meeting we arrived at an understanding that
all the universities would help each other by loaning teachers, adjunct
faculties and other faculties, I am happy to say that over a period of
time, this forum of Vice-Chancellors, took off on its own and they are
meeting frequently to discuss academic matters,” he added. He said the
CUK has faced many problems on logistic front, but has grown well.
Shri. N N Vohra said “I have been suggesting to the Vice-Chancellors
that the importance of their universities directly relates to the extent
of research carried out on local issues, relating to climate change,
preservation of water bodies, biodiversity and ecology, master planning
of our cities, traffic management and other issues faced by our State.”
He said there is no dearth of talent in the State of Jammu and Kashmir
and the girls and women in the state are excelling in all the fields and
professions.
During the convocation, in addition to those receiving degrees in
absentia, as many as 1057 students, including 56 gold medalists received
the degree in person. In addition to this, 24 research scholars were also
awarded Doctorate and M.Phil Degrees during the convocation.
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Boxes and baskets ‘weigh’ a lot in Kashmir
Saliq Parvaiz
Srinagar: Tariq Ahmed is a shopkeeper in Maharaj
Bazar which is a famous market for wedding goods.
He sells dry fruits and other marriage products
used on marriage ceremonies. He has been in
this business for more than a decade. His shop is
studded with boxes and baskets of various designs
and sizes. Behind him, big jars containing dry
fruits are neatly lined on a shelf. Upon asking him
whether all these dry fruits come from Kashmir,
he said, “Some of the dry fruits like cashews and
raisins are imported from Delhi while as walnuts
and almonds are acquired from the local suppliers.
The boxes are imported from Delhi.”
Marriages in Kashmir, which were earlier simple,
have now transformed into extravagant events.
There has been a transformation in every facet of
a Kashmiri wedding. The number of dishes, the
number of guests and the number of courses served
have all increased. All of this has increased the
cost of marriages and hence increased the burden
on people who can’t afford these extensions.
The boxes that the are used to serve dry fruits have
also changed. “Over the years, I as a shopkeeper
have witnessed multiple trends in marriage
ceremonies.

People have become more pretentious.
Ten years ago, simple transparent plastic boxes
were used for serving dry fruits. These boxes came
in different shapes but at the same price, now look
around and see for yourself,” Tariq Ahmed said.
The dry fruit boxes and baskets are becoming a
part of ceremonials. Shabir Ahmed, a customer
who was looking for a fruit basket said, “These are
social evils that need to be abolished. I am buying
it (fruit basket) because we are not supposed to go
empty handed. This has become a baggage and is
affecting the relations as well.”
Ghulam Muhammad runs one of the oldest shops in
Maharaj Bazar Market, Srinagar. His shop has more
boxes and baskets of different designs and sizes.
Boxes start at Rs. 20 and could go as high as Rs.
500 and the price of baskets depend on the quality
of dry fruits one want to buy. “It’s all about how
much a customer is willing to spend,” he added.
When asked about image of a dry fruit box with
three hundred rupees notes inside that went viral
on social media, he said, “I am a shopkeeper. I
have put the items on display. People buy what
they want. Some people can afford a box worth 500
bucks, others buy a box that’s worth 50.
It’s up to the customers. It always
has been like that.”
Owais

Khan,

customer

who

another
was

also

looking for a fruit basket
said,

“I

think

everyone

knows it’s not right but we
still do it because our social
setup has become such. But there
is hope, many young men are
examples by avoiding

such

trying to set
pretentious

practices.”
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Undeterred by physical captivity
Malik Zahoor
Amidst hustle and bustle in south Kashmir’s Pulwama
town, a differently abled sumo driver fetches a handful
of passengers and starts his journey to Srinagar, thus
makes his day mirthful.
Adil Ahmad, the cab driver, lost his right hand three
years ago in a dreadful accident while working in a
band-saw shop at Lassipora, an industrial area of the
town.
Now a cab driver, he could be seen passionately calling
to woo passengers here in Tahab square of Pulwama
town.
Adil recalls his fateful days of life when he was fatally
injured, “pain was unbearable and callous,” he says,
adding that his ache grew intense when his family had
to sell their 24 marlas of apple orchard for his advanced
treatment. He calls it “penury and misfortune.” It took
him two months to move out of the hospital bed where
he was lying motionless.
It still send shivers down the spines of Adil when he
recalls how ruthlessly and mercilessly his boss, under
whom he was working in the industrial unit reneged
his promise for paying all the medical expenses. “It led
a disastrous effect on my family; it was kind of mental
anxiety and more of a physical pain,” Adil recalls in
grief while carefully dusting frontal glass of his whitecoloured vehicle.
Adil sighs in sorrow and says, “Someone has rightly
said that one should have firm belief on his Creator.
Despite hardships, I appreciate my family for the way
they mustered all the courage to make me fit to work
again.”
Meanwhile, Adil’s father Abdul Rehman, 60, is sitting
on a veranda in his courtyard, puffing hookah; while
making long face he remembers his wife, who according
to Rehman, “Could-not bear the pain of Adil and left
for heavenly abode.” She died of a cardiac arrest.
Adil’s father remembers the gloomy days of his life.
The aged father now is seen showering all praises to
Almighty for recovering his son. “He is the apple of my
eyes, without whom my life is purposeless,” he said in
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a concerning tone, while praying God that no evil’s eye
should catch his son which brings misfortune to the
family.
Adil spent rupees four lac on an artificial prosthetic
hand. To make both ends meet and get Adil out of
depression and mental trauma, he was provided a
sumo by his maternal uncle in the year 2016, which
later brought blissful moments in the family.
Presently, he could be seen driving professionally on
the National Highway with his co-fellows, fetching
passengers to and fro from Pulwama to Srinagar.
“Driving was not a difficult task for me. It took me
only two months to learn it. Now I can easily drive
any vehicle, I can comfortably change the gears, clean
glasses of the vehicle, fix tyre and other mechanical
problems in my car,” says Adil in a confident tone.
He also drove his vehicle two times on Srinagar-Jammu
national highway, considered as the hardest terrain for
drivers.
“I believe if you are goal oriented with patience and
passion, nobody except Allah can stop you to be
successful, one should learn to counter the harsh tides
of a sea,” said Adil.
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Convocation Glimpses
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